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Services Committee Meeting 
Held on Tuesday 30 November at 7:30 pm 
At Council Offices, The Common, Great Kingshill, HP15 6EN 
 
Present: Councillor J. Air, Councillor P. Gieler, Councillor P. Nicholls 

Officers: M Woof (Clerk); H Hogan (Deputy Clerk) 

Members of the Public: None 

Minutes 
 

21.3.51 Apologies received and resolved as accepted from Cllr P. Hardinge 

21.3.52 No declarations of interest received 

21.3.53 Resolved - the minutes of the previous services meeting held on 28th 
September 2021 

21.3.54 Received and noted the Chairman’s Report.  

21.3.55 The following suggestions were made for new projects and noted, they will 
require further investigation in the new year before they can be approved as 
future projects: 

• Raised allotment beds and community areas 

• Great Kingshill Community Play Area 

• Developing the Open Areas for a wider audience through the use of 
information boards, nature trails treasure hunts and open-air events 

• To create an Area of Reflections at the Garden of Rest 

21.3.56 The Chairman and Committee thanked Cllr Hardinge in absentia, for his work 
to produce a draft report on Biodiversity and how the Council may contribute 
meaningfully towards the protection and sustainability of a more diverse 
environment. The committee recognise that further work is needed and ask 
Cllr Hardinge to convene a working meeting to review the document in detail 
prior to a recommendation to Full Council in February 2022.   
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21.3.57 Ash Close – Committee resolved to instruct the clerk to provide a quotation for 
works to include 3 trees, a wildflower area and perimeter posts to create a 
meaningful area and discourage parking. 

21.3.58 Resolved to recommend to Full Council that HPC include Ash Close within the 
existing Grounds Maintenance Contract for an additional £70.00 per cut and, 
instruct the Clerk to bring this to the attention of the existing Contractor.  

21.3.59 Resolved to recommend that Full Council offer an extension of contracts to 
existing contractors (for the following existing Hedge and Field, Grounds, 
Garden of Rest and General Service contracts) for the period of 12 months 
from 1st April 2022 to 31st March 2023 subject to acceptance by HPC of 
uplifted costs to be sought by the Clerk.  N.B.  Each contract is worth less than 
£25,000.00 per annum.    

21.3.60 Noted the Deputy Clerk’s Report.   

21.3.61 Resolved to recommend that the quotation for the Bus shelter replacement 
ref Q2183A, Valley Road be accepted by Full Council.  It was noted that of the 
three quotes requested, this was the only company to respond positively.  
Services noted that like for like bus shelters were not currently available and 
that the insurance pay out will not cover the replacement or installation costs.  
It was resolved that the Deputy Clerk to confirm installations costs (anticipated 
to be in the region of £1,500.00) prior to Full Council meeting in January 2022. 

21.3.62 Resolved to acquire the Tree dedication plaque for retired former Councillor 
Gould.  The Clerk is instructed to proceed with issuing a purchase order.  

21.3.63 The committee considered the quotation received for siding out, ref Q.K 1461 
Hughenden, and has instructed the Clerk to make further enquiries regarding 
bank stability in some sections bordering the pavements, to ask the Local Area 
Technician to make an inspection with the Officers and to ask the Contractor 
for approximate meterage and precise locations to be cleared.    

21.3.64 Resolved to rescind Services Resolution 21.3.49 re Templewood Community / 
Play Area. 

21.3.65 Agreed Date for next meeting 25th January 2022 to be confirmed.  

21.3.66 The Committee resolved to move to Confidential session. 
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21.3.67 Resolved to recommend to Full Council they HPC accept the 12 month 
extension proposal, based on two cuts per annum, offered by 
Buckinghamshire Council with the 3% increase from £11,400.00 to £11,742.00 
in order to maintain existing service levels and to use the opportunity to press 
for a clearer policy and better settlement for the parish in future years and to 
offer an extension to the existing devolved services contract for a further 12 
months to March 2023.   

21.3.68 The Committee resolved to propose the draft Services budget to Finance and 
Policy and then onwards to Full Council.  

21.3.69 Meeting closed at 9:30pm.  

 

 

 

Signed ________________________________________ 

 

Date   _________________________________________ 
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Services Committee  
Extra-Ordinary Meeting 

1st December 2021 
 

30 November 2021 

 
 

Services Committee  
Extra-Ordinary Meeting 
Held on Wednesday 1st December 2021 at 19: 30pm at the Council Offices, The 
Common, Great Kingshill, HP15 6EN 
    
Present: Cllr James Air, Cllr. P Gieler, Cllr S Kearey, Cllr. P Nicholls.  
Officers: Mel Woof (Clerk), Helen Hogan (Deputy Clerk) 
 

Minutes 
 

21.3.70 Confidential Matters – Council resolved that under the Public Bodies 
(Admission to Meetings) Act 1960, the public and representatives of the press 
and broadcast media are excluded from the meeting during the consideration of 
the following items of business as publicity would be prejudicial to the public 
interest considering the confidential nature of the business to be transacted. 

21.3.71 Resolved the expenditure of up to £1000 to receive legal advice from BP 
COLLINS relating to allotments and to instruct the clerk to seek the answers to 
defined questions without delay.  

 
21.3.72  Meeting Closed at 7:55pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed______________________________________ 
 
 
Date    ______________________________________ 
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January 2022 

Services Chairman’s Report 

Many of our projects have been hampered due to the fall out of the covid pandemic 

and the enormous pressures on office time. The pandemic has resulted in delays in 

delivery and substantial increases in costs whether for materials, labour or transport.  

The increased costs for replacing the play equipment at Templewood bear this out. 

Work at the Garden of Rest has commenced, and the site already show visibly 

improvements. Compost areas will be created, and wild seeds sown this Spring. The 

Community Payback Scheme is primed to begin and will include cutting back of trees 

and hedges. The Duke of Edinburgh Scheme has somewhat stalled due to the 

pressures on both school students and staff. We will have to be patient and hope 

that this progresses soon. However, the local Hughenden Climate group are keen to 

establish a treasure trail in Burnham Meadow and Woods and hope to arrange a 

Village Picnic. They are also interested in creating some information Boards. A 

meeting with the Clerk, National Trust and Climate Group is being set up. 

The search for a rural bus shelter continues and an order has been created. 

Ash Close has now been included in a maintenance contract and wooden bollards to 

prevent parking will be installed in the near future. 

 

Peter Gieler 

20 January 2022 
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Attention: Prepared By:

Company: Quote Ref:

Email: Date:

Your Reference:

Item Details Quantity Unit Rate Total

1
1 item 900.00 900.00

TOTAL 900.00£             

Attendances and Assumptions 



General Terms and Conditions

1 Application

1.1

1.2

1.3

2 Definition

2.1

3 Services

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

These Terms and Conditions shall solely apply to the provision of Services by the Supplier to the Client. Should the Client have their own Terms and Conditions, comments, contract conditions, 

qualifications, etc. these shall be held agreed by the Parties to have become null and void upon entering into delivery of Services by the Supplier and to be superseded in full by the Supplier terms and 

conditions.

“Working Day” means a calendar day excluding all Saturdays and Sundays and all bank, trade or local holiday days.

Any additional information/conditions that becomes evident during carrying out the Services that is identified by the Supplier that was not available at the time of submitting the Price will become a 

variation to the original Services and Price submitted. An additional Price for this work will be submitted to the Client for acceptance.

Additional work required by the Client that would be a variation to the original Services must be made in writing or by e-mail to the Supplier. Verbal and telephone instructions will be verified by the 

supplier to the client following issue of a Q4 ("Acknowledgment of a Verbal Order") . The variation will be regarded as a request from the Client to the Supplier who is under no obligation to accept and 

act on this variation and thereby increase the scope of the original Services being delivered.

“Commencement Date” means the estimated date provided by the Supplier to start works on the Client’s site/premises and such date shall be subject to change from time to time as required and 

notified by the Supplier.

“Works” means the scope identified by the Supplier in the Price submitted to the Client and any specification, drawings or other documents referred to within the Price.

“Completion Date” means the estimated date provided by the Supplier to complete works on the Client’s site/premises and such date shall be subject to change from time to time as required and 

notified by the Supplier.

“Parties” means the Client and the Supplier.

Where the Client instructs the Supplier to provide Services and the Supplier either accepts in writing, or acts upon, this instruction this shall be deemed to be acceptance by the Parties of the Services 

being delivered and dealt with in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

“Services” means Works instructed by the Client and accepted, or acted on, by the Supplier.

The Client instruction to the Supplier to deliver Services must be in writing and will only be acted on when notified in this manner.

In these Terms and Conditions the following expressions shall have these meanings.

clerk@hughendenpc.org.uk

“Client” means any individual, company or corporate body which instructs Services to be provided by the Supplier.

“Supplier” means .

The supplier shall (except when prevented from doing so by inclement weather or any other unforeseen circumstances) use its best endeavours to carry out the specified work within the period set out 

against that work in the tender in accordance with these conditions but completion within that period cannot be guaranteed.

“Price” means the quotation provided by the Supplier to the Client for the Works.

Access available when required.

All prices subject to VAT at the appropriate rate

The Services shall be provided in accordance with the Price submitted and payment made to the Supplier by the Client in accordance with the Payments clause 5.

Clearance along the footpath to give an acceptable width for 

people to use it.

Quotation

Mel Woof

Hughenden Parish Council Q.K. 1463 Hughenden

30.11.2021

Right of Way HUG/41/1 Bryants Bottom to Denner Hill

 

Registered Office:                



E: i

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11

4 Programme

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

5 Payments

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

6 Dispute Resolution

7 Liability

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

8 Force Majeure

The Supplier does not accept any liability whatsoever for site integrity, as these are outside the control of the Supplier, once the Services has been completed and has vacated the site/premises.

The Services are offered on the basis of there being no defect period on the work once the Completion Date is achieved and the Services have been executed fully unless a defects period has been 

specifically agreed between the Parties and included within the Price.

Any dispute between the Parties in relation to the Services provided is to be attempted to be settled initially between the Parties within 30 calendar days of the dispute being raised. Should this not be 

resolved the matter may be referred to Adjudication by any party.

Where payment of the Invoice in full has not been made by the Client to the Supplier by the Due Date then interest will be charged at the rate of 5% per annum above the current base lending rate of 

Lloyds, at the time Services were carried out, on the full amount invoiced from the Due Date until payment is made in full by the Client.

The Supplier shall not be liable for the loss or deferment of anticipated or actual profit, loss of revenue, loss of use, loss of production, business interruption or any similar damage or for any 

consequential or direct/indirect losses of any kind resulting from or arising out of or in connection with the Services or the performance thereof or any act or omission relating thereto however caused.

Adjudications will be referred to the Association of Independent Construction Adjudicators (AICA) who will appoint an independent member of the association to preside over the dispute. Any 

adjudicator decision will be binding on both parties. Both Parties will be responsible for their own costs in relation to the Adjudication and an equal half of the Adjudicator fees unless the Adjudicator in 

his/her decision awards costs to either party in full or in part.

The Price for the Services offered by the Supplier are issued on the strict understanding that no liability is offered or will be taken, implied or otherwise, for any costs for Programme delays by the 

Supplier in carrying out the Services that are incurred by the Client, or by any third party, as a result of any change by the Supplier to the Commencement Date and/or Completion Date or through the 

actions for any item identified under Clause 4 or Clause 8.

t is agreed between the Parties that any account dispute the Client has must be made in writing within 5 calendar days of receiving the Supplier Invoice providing full details of what is being disputed 

and the reasons for consideration by the Supplier. t is agreed between the Parties that should notification not be given by the Client in full accordance with this Clause then such claim and monetary 

value will not be considered valid for deduction from the Supplier Invoice submitted due for payment. Any dispute raised after the period noted will be discussed and agreed between the Parties where 

there is staged payments prior to the next Invoice being submitted. Where there are no further invoices for the work submitted after discussion should any credit be agreed due to the Client from the 

Supplier this will be raised by the Supplier and payment made within 30 calendar days of the Credit Note date.

No responsibility can be accepted by the Syupplier for damage to underground cables, pipes or similar devices of which the Supplier has not been notified by the Client. The Client shall be responsible 

for notifying the Supplier of the location of any services within and adjacent to the area covered by the contract. 

All tools, equipment and materials introduced to the site by the Supplier and belonging to the Supplier, shall at all times remain the property of the Supplier.

Unless specifically identified in writing by the Supplier when submitting the Price all Invoices submitted subsequently for Services are on the basis of Zero Retention being held by the Client. Where 

retention is deducted by the Client without agreement this will be considered between the Parties as being an event under Clause 5.7 and interest will be charged as  identified.

All trees, shrubs, plants, seed, turf and other materials are supplied in good condition and of a quality consistent with the standards specified by the Client or stated in the tender. The Supplier will not 

be responsible for the replacement of any trees, shrubs, plants, seed or turf which fail to take due to adverse weather conditions, vandalism, damage or any other cause except poor condition when 

supplied or negligence by the Supplier.

The Client shall indemnify through appropriate insurance the Supplier against all damages, theft, costs, claims and expenses incurred by the Supplier arising from loss or damage to any equipment or 

materials whilst these are on the Client site/premises. For clarity no cost for providing site security  outside of normal working hours is included in the Price unless this has been specifically agreed 

between the Parties and has been quoted by the Supplier.

Any queries or complaints relating to the performance of the work must be notified to the Supplier in writing within one month of completion of the work specified in the tender, otherwise it shall be 

deemed that the Client accepts the work as completed to his satisfaction.

No provision has been made in the tender for subsequent maintenance work unless stated.

The initial Programme duration shall be ascertained based on the Working Days available between the Commencement Date and the Completion Date.

Prior to commencing Services for the Price submitted, the Supplier shall provide the Client with a proposed Commencement Date. This date may be subject to change due to various factors including, 

but not restricted to, weather conditions, material delivery, safety issues, unforeseen factors and additional works. Where the initial Commencement Date provided by the Supplier requires to be 

changed this will be notified either in writing or e-mail within 24hrs of the Commencement Date.

The Completion Date will be notified to the Client at the same time as the Commencement Date is provided. This is an estimated date based on the Services envisaged and may be subject to change 

due to various factors including, but not restricted to, weather conditions, material delivery, safety issues, unforeseen factors, additional works, etc. Where the initial Completion Date changes this will 

be identified in writing or e-mail by the Supplier as soon as practical once all the information is known and at hand to ascertain the revised date.

Payment Terms are strictly 30 calendar days from the date on the Supplier Invoice. This will be considered to be the Due date.

Payment due to the Supplier will be the total of the original Price submitted for the Services plus any additional costs incurred for variation works carried out as per Clauses 5.2 and 5 3. This excludes 

any other payments that may be due under Clauses 5 and 6 as a result of non-payment (part or full) or adjudication.

The Price will be subject to full payment upon completion of the Services as deemed as complete by the Supplier or shall be in accordance with any staged payments that have been agreed between 

the parties should the duration for providing the Services necessitate this.

No complaints can be entertained as to quality of goods supplied unless received by  in writing within 48 hours of delivery of the goods.

This tender remains open for acceptance for a period of 30 days from the date hereof, or such other time as may be specified in the tender, subject to suitable stock being available at the time of 

acceptance.

The Client shall clearly and concisely delineate the areas within which the work specified in the tender is to be undertaken.

               



8.1

9 Termination

9 2

10 Validity

10.1

In the event of termination under Clause 8.1 the Supplier shall retain all monies already paid by the Client without prejudice to any other rights the Supplier may have whether in law or otherwise.

The Price submitted is valid for acceptance within 30 days of the date of the quotation.

The Client or the Supplier shall not be held liable to the other or to be deemed to be in breach of Contract for any delay in the Services being performed if the delay was caused beyond that party’s 

reasonable control such as Acts of God; War, Sabotage, Terrorism, etc.: Changes to the Law, Acts or Regulations, etc.; Strikes, Lock Outs, etc.; Utility Power or Water non supply; and shortages or 

difficulty in obtaining resources to carry out the Services.

The Supplier may terminate any agreement, with immediate effect, between the Parties for Services if any of the following occurs:-

I.         The Client in breach of the obligations under the Terms and Conditions.

II.         The Client enters into liquidation whether compulsory or voluntary.

III.         The Client has become bankrupt or unable to pay its debts under the Insolvency Act.

IV.         The Client ceases or threatens to cease to carry on business.
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Ash Close – Supply and installation of wooden parking bollards. 

Circumference of grassed area is 124m. 

 

65 x Peeled Pointed Post 75-100mm 1.8m @ £4.80 each     £312.00 

Utilities Survey           £150.00 

Installations of posts          £275.00 

Total Cost           £737.00    
  

 

 

Trees x 3 – from reserves for trees  

Installation of trees to be done by Grounds Maintenance Contractor in his appointed hours. 
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Hughenden Parish Council

Quarterly Playground 

Inspection Report

 January 2022

Company Registration No: 4027566     VAT Number: 770 0361 57

Registered Office: Unit Ash, Dixons Buildings, Membury Airfield, Lambourn Woodlands, Berkshire, RG17 7TJ



d) Check metal for corrosion                12 months.

c) Check rungs do not turn especially on 

ROUNDABOUT / WHIRLS / SPINNING DISCS              practically possible.

b) Check timber for rot / damage               months.

a) Check handrails for movement MED)  Work should be carried out within 1 - 6

     horizontal ladders RISK RECOMMENDATIONS - TIME

WOODEN EQUIPMENT / MOD - U-LOG     loose bolts, damaged slats etc.

b) Check logs for damage / rot etc. c) Litter bins, general state of

c) Check ground clearance LOW  ) Work should be scheduled within next

e) Check all guard covers are intact

d) Check trapeze rings are level and tight FRAME

HIGH) Work should be carried out as soon as

a) Check for corrosion especially at ground level a) Check for holes / defects in surface

a) Check tightness of all nuts, bolts & set screws b) Check surrounding fence / railings for damage

b) Check all bolts for tightness

c) Check all caps on hollow tubes are in place GENERAL

a) Check Wooden / Metal / Plastic benches for 

METAL CLIMBING FRAMES RUBBER SAFETY SURFACES

f) Check for corrosion especially at ground level SAND / BARK PITS

g) Check all bolts are secure / tight a) Check that levels are correct

h) Springers - checks for damage to springs, b) Check that all litter / debris has been removed

     rubber pads etc. c) Check enclosed area for defects

    for wear / damage i) Check any joints in slide for sharp / raised

SEE-SAWS / ROCKING EQUIPMENT SPRINGERS

b) Check hand-grips are secure     any worn or sharp edges

j) Check that swing seats are correct height     edges

c) Check that dust covers in position b) Check springs are in good order

d) Ensure links are tight & fibre washers intact c) Check all bolts are secure / tight

a) Check plank for wear / damage a) Check main body Wood / Metal / Plastic for

g) All welds checked for cracks / damage g) Check all welds for corrosion or cracking

h) Chains checked for wear h) Glass fibre slide to be checked for wear,

i) Fixings to top & bottom of chains to be checked     damage, splitting, rough edges

a) Damage to seats

f) D-Shackles checked for wear & freedom of e) Check unit is secure in ground

    movement & that Seloc pin in position f)  Check all bolts are secure / tight

b) Pivot blocks checked for wear b) Check chute & ladder firmly attached

c) Bushes to be checked for wear c) Check for corrosion at ground level in joints

d) Bolts / Head studs checked for tightness

a) Check all guards & handrails secure

e) Framework checked for corrosion d) Check that any timber is in good condition

    on handrails & bi-metal corrosion

SWINGS SLIDES

QUARTERLY INSPECTION CHECK LIST

EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST EQUIPMENT CHECK LIST



QUARTERLY  PLAYGROUND  SAFETY  REPORT

Inspection No: 5421

Date: 12/01/2022 Time:  11:30am

Authority: Hughenden Parish Council

Site: Great Kingshill

Address: Common Road, Great Kingshill, HP15 6EZ

Reference / Item Faults Comments / Recommendations Risk

Signs LOW
Pathways N/A
Fence - Timber Palisade Tops of half round logs on 

fencing are showing rot and 

are breaking up in places.

Several uprights have 

previously been replaced.

Replace half round logs to fencing where 

rotten and breaking up until fencing can be 

scheduled for replacement. MED

1no half round log near gate 

is still detached at top 

leaving nails showing.

Re-fit detached half round log near 1no 

gate. MED

Staples still in half round 

logs around fencing.

Remove staples from half round logs where 

required.
MED

Still some nail heads are 

raised on several logs to 

fencing around area.

Knock flush all raised nail heads on logs to 

fencing where required. MED

Single Gates - 2no Self Closing 3no yellow gate posts have 

minor movement.

Re-set 3no loose yellow gate posts 

correctly.
LOW

2no gates still close too fast 

when swung open at time of 

inspection (currently less 

than 3 seconds).

Consider installing alternative gates with 

hydraulic closers.
MED

1no gate has dropped 

causing a potential finger 

crush point when closed as 

there is less than 12mm 

gap, small bracket fitted to 

top of post hasn't worked.

Adjust and re-align 1no gate as there is still 

less than 12mm gap when closed (Bracket 

has been fitted to top of post but this has not 

worked). MED

Surfaces around 1no 

concrete pad at gate entry 

are still very muddy and 

waterlogged at time of 

inspection.

MED

Double Gates N/A
Benches LOW
Picnic Table N/A
Litter Bins - 1no LOW
General Surfaces Technix tiles around 

equipment have sunk into 

the ground and get regularly 

filled with mud and stones 

negating any impact 

absorbency.

Recommend installing alternative safer 

surface due to the lack of impact 

absorbency offered by current matting tiles.
MED

Equipment

Sutcliffe Playzone Junior Multi 

Unit & Slide

Triangular rubber deck to 

slide has a missing section 

leaving a gap exposed.

Replace triangular rubber deck to slide.

MED

NOTE:  Carried out in accordance with ref. sheet - INSP/QUARTERLY/REF01  



QUARTERLY  PLAYGROUND  SAFETY  REPORT

Sutcliffe Playzone Junior Multi 

Unit & Slide cont.

Binoculars component now 

very loose on bearings.

Replace bearings to binoculars component 

and re-secure correctly. MED

9no plastic caps missing 

from underside of decks.

Replace 9no plastic caps to underside of 

decks.
LOW

Sutcliffe 2.4m 1 Bay 1 Flat Seat & 

1 Hammock Swing

Some signs of wear to 

chains and shackles - Still 

OK at present.

Monitor minor signs of wear to chains and 

shackles and replace when required. LOW

Plastic brackets to 

hammock seat are splitting.

Replace splitting plastic brackets to 

hammock seat. LOW

Minor split to flat seat. Monitor for deterioration. LOW
Sutcliffe SWD100 Dish 

Roundabout
LOW

Sutcliffe 2.4m 1 Bay Basket 

Swing

Approx 20no centre Q links 

to nest seat are worn and 

notched.

Replace approx 20no centre Q links to nest 

seat or consider alternative seat design. MED

Signs of wear and notching 

to top and bottom chain 

links.

Replace chains to item before further 

deterioration occurs. MED

Rope edging to nest seat 

wearing in places.

Monitor wear to rope edges on nest seat for 

deterioration. LOW

Sutcliffe 1.8m 1 Bay 2 Cradle 

Seat Swing

Minor wear to chain links 

and shackles, still OK at 

present.

Monitor for deterioration.

LOW

2no orange plastic brackets 

to seats are splitting on 

underside.

Consider replacing cradle seats due to 

splitting orange plastic brackets. LOW

Sutcliffe Inclusive Springie LOW
Bridge slats are starting to 

show signs of wear.

Monitor for deterioration.
LOW

Section of bridge has some 

movement when it flexes.

Monitor.
LOW

Bottom stepping stump is 

now missing and 6no other 

original stumps are showing 

rot with 1no now snapped 

out of the ground.

Replace and re-install 1no missing bottom 

stepping stump, 1no snapped stepping 

stump and 5no other original stumps before 

they become loose and snap.
MED

Youth Area

Playground Facilities MUGA Matting tiles can easily be 

lifted in front of goal - 

Waterlogged and muddy at 

time of inspection.

Consider alternative surfacing in front of 

goal.
MED

1no goal panel bracket has 

snapped off where it meets 

upright and is loose.

Re-weld snapped goal panel bracket and 

secure correctly to upright. MED

Corrosion to backboard 

mounting plate.

Rub down and repaint backboard mounting 

plate.
LOW

Playdale Net Climber Some movement within the 

ground to uprights.

Monitor uprights and re-set when required.
LOW

1no rope strand is starting 

to fray.

Tape over 1no rope strand and monitor.
LOW

Minor signs of rot to base of 

uprights but not considered 

to be a problem at present.

Monitor for deterioration.

LOW

Landscaping with Timber Stumps, 

Bridge & Stone Boulders

NOTE:  Carried out in accordance with ref. sheet - INSP/QUARTERLY/REF01  



QUARTERLY  PLAYGROUND  SAFETY  REPORT

Park Play 1no Tyre Seat, 1no Flat 

Seat & 1no Rope Swing

Tyre seat and chains have 

been removed.

Replace missing tyre seat and chains if 

desired.
LOW

Minor wear showing to 

shackles.

Monitor for deterioration.
LOW

Hard surface under seats 

due to matting tiles sinking 

into the ground.

Recommend alternative surfacing under 

seats. MED

Noisy when in use. Lubricate shackles. LOW
General Recommendations:

Inspector:  Steve Robey

NOTE:  Carried out in accordance with ref. sheet - INSP/QUARTERLY/REF01  



QUARTERLY  PLAYGROUND  SAFETY  REPORT

Inspection No: 5421

Date: 12/01/2022 Time:  1:15pm

Authority: Hughenden Parish Council

Site: Templewood Play Area

Address: Templewood, Walters Ash, HP14 4UF

Reference / Item Faults Comments / Recommendations Risk

Signs LOW
Pathways - Paved LOW
Fence - Timber Palisade 1no timber upright near gate 

is loose within the ground 

and 4no others are now 

loose.

Replace and re-set 1no timber upright near 

gate and 4no others around area.
MED

Single Gates - 2no Self Closing Trees overhanging near 

gate entry - OK at time of 

inspection.

Cut back overhanging trees near gate entry 

on a regular basis - OK at present. LOW

1no gate is still closing very 

fast and with a violent action 

at time of inspection.

Adjust or replace 1no spring to reduce very 

fast and violent closing speed or consider 

alternative gate. 

(If attempts have been made to rectify this 

issue, they have not worked).

HIGH

Potential crush point at top 

when gate closed against 

post as gap is now less than 

12mm.

Re-align gate correctly to remove potential 

crush point when closed.
MED

Double Gates - 1no Steel LOW
Benches - 1no Timber and Steel LOW
Litter Bins - 1no Steel Bin liner is damaged and 

has perished at the bottom 

with holes exposed - 

Unable to check as bag 

liner is it at time of 

inspection.

Replace perished and damaged bin liner.

MED

General Surfaces LOW

Equipment

Safe and Sound Roundabout Bolt heads showing on 

rubber deck due to wear.

Monitor for deterioration.
LOW

Bearings starting to wear. Monitor movement on bearings. LOW
New rubber surface installed around edge 

of recessed pit.
LOW

Swinging Beam Indications of rot to base of 

uprights, 2no uprights now 

loose within the ground, 

now deteriorating.

Remove item from service due to 

indications of rot and loose uprights.
MED

6no Stepping Stumps Indications of rot and 

movement to 6no stumps, 

now deteriorating.

Remove 6no stumps from service.

MED

General Recommendations:

Inspector:  Steve Robey

NOTE:  Carried out in accordance with ref. sheet - INSP/QUARTERLY/REF01  



HUGHENDEN PARISH COUNCIL PURCHASE ORDER
Council Offices
The Common
Great Kingshill PO DATE

High Wycombe 19.01.2022

Email: clerk@hughenden-pc.gov.uk

PO Number Buyer Date Vendor No Terms Ship via

HPC0021-01-2022 HPC 19.01.202

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT PRICE £ AMOUNT £

1 1 145.00                   145.00                                 

145

Tel: 01494 715296

To supply and fit replacement spring to entry gate at Templewood P  

PO number

HPC--21-01-2022

VENDOR DELIVER TO

TOTAL NET £

HP15 6EN

Tel: 01494 715296

Name:
Templewood Play Area
Walters Ash
High Wycombe, HP14 4UF
Email: clerk@hughenden-pc.gov.uk



     Hughenden Parish Council 
Services Committee 

25th January 2022 

 

 
www.hughenden-pc.gov.uk  clerk@hughenden-pc.gov.uk  
 

Item 10  
 

Great Kingshill  Play Area 

http://www.hughenden-pc.gov.uk/
mailto:clerk@hughenden-pc.gov.uk
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